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Abstract

This paper identifies skill sets that contribute to
effective InfoSec incident response. Even though many
organizations have staff dedicated to InfoSec incident
response teams, there is a lack of consensus as to the
skill set each team member needs to effectively perform
his/her job, and general and specialized skills that need
to be represented in incident response teams (but
usually not all held by each team member). Previous
guidance was offered based on non-empirical methods.
In this study, we used the Repertory Grid (RepGrid)
method to elicit lists of incident response skills from
industry experts. Skill archetypes were then identified by
clustering incident responders who share similar
characteristics. The findings extend the Theory of
Resource Complements and provide managers with
practical guidance regarding the skill sets most critical
to the incident response role.

1. Introduction
This paper draws on the resource based view (RBV)
and the Theory of Resource Complementarity to closely
examining a particular category of resource: employee
capabilities. Specifically, this paper clarifies that
configurations of general and specialized capabilities
are necessary for organizations to develop effective
incident response teams. As of early 2016, the Forum of
Incident Response and Security Teams’ (FIRST)
membership included 345 incident response teams in 74
countries [1]. This represents nearly twice as many
teams than were listed a decade ago [2] and is only one
indication that the incident response role is maturing in
modern organizations. Yet, according to a survey
conducted in 2015, only 75% of organizational leaders
are confident in their response team’s ability to identify
and respond to InfoSec incidents [3]. Of those leaders
that felt their team was up to the challenge, only 40%
were confident their teams could handle anything more
complex than a simple incident. A majority of managers
felt that the crux of the problem was that they were
unable to hire qualified job applicants, and that fewer
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than half of hired candidates were “qualified upon hire”
to handle InfoSec issues.
Even though InfoSec incident response teams are
becoming a common element in the organizational
hierarchy, and even though generally accepted
definitions of response team roles and responsibilities
exist, there is still no clear guidance on specific skills
that individuals need to be successful InfoSec incident
responders. Incident response teams encompass many
different forms. For example, hardware and software
vendors (such as Cisco, Intel, Juniper, and IBM) have
created incident response teams to address
vulnerabilities in their products; organizations in many
other industries have formed incident response teams to
address attacks against their information and
communication technology (ICT) assets or to respond
when they lose customer data; and governments have
created response teams to coordinate efforts around
remediating vulnerabilities. Some experts observe that
as incident response teams have become more common,
the role has become much more specialized [4], [5].
Effective
incident
handling
requires
an
organization to hire InfoSec specialists and this
represents a significant investment for organizations [6].
According to the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the average salary in 2015 for InfoSec
analysts averaged over $90,000 and the demand for
information security analysts is expected to grow 18%
over the next 20 years [7]. In order to help address this
need, this paper helps to define the relevant skills
needed for effective InfoSec incident response and
identify the various configurations/archetypes of
incident response skillsets. Using the lens of the
Resource Based View [8], [9] and the Theory of
Resource Complementarity [10]–[13], we find evidence
that successful incident responders embody unique
configurations of complementary capabilities which
thus enable individuals to be effective in particular
incident response roles.
Specifically, this study addresses the following
research questions: In InfoSec response teams:
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•
•
•

RQ1: what general and specialist skills or
capabilities are needed to effectively respond
to incidents?
RQ2: what is the relative importance of each
skill for individuals to be successful in the
incident response role?
RQ3: what capability sets (configurations of
complementary skills) are possessed by
effective individual incident responders?

Various practitioner and academic studies have
attempted to answer the first question, yielding
extensive lists of skills that no single individual is likely
to possess. However, many of these lists appear to have
little empirical foundation and do not explicitly consider
whether some skills are more important than others.
Addressing this concern, we conducted an exploratory
study using the repertory grid (RepGrid) method, which
is uniquely suited to identify and evaluate the specific
sets of skills that make incident responders effective.
Once we elicited the skills critical to the incident
response role, we classified and ranked the skills in
order to cluster incident responders sharing similar
characteristics and develop archetypes of effective
InfoSec incident response roles.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, a review of prior research on resources,
capabilities, and skills for information systems
professionals is provided. Next, the exploratory study
that examined these skillsets is described and the
findings are presented. This paper concludes with a
discussion of implications and a plan for further study.

2. Literature Review
Given the critical importance of incident response
teams and their growing presence in organizations,
surprisingly little empirical research examined specific
skills or skillsets that InfoSec incident responders
should possess. Although various organizations have
provided guidance to practitioners, an expectation that
an individual would possess all listed skills would be ill
conceived. For example, the Software Engineering
Institute (SEI) indicates that incident response staff
members should have 25 core skills, including both
strong technical and interpersonal skills [14], while SC
Magazine lists 20 core skills that are different from
those provided by SEI [15]. Gartner Group’s 2016
revision of Seven Steps to Creating an Effective
Computer Security Incident Response Team lists yet
another 11 skills [16] and an empirical study published
in IEEE Security & Privacy [17] identified another 11
skills that incident responders use when responding to
routine and non-routine incidents. Furthermore, some

important skills are not yet listed. For example, a recent
survey reported that managers overwhelmingly agree
that “the largest gap exists in cybersecurity and
information security practitioners’ ability to understand
the business; this is followed by technical skills and
communication [3, p. 11].” Yet knowledge of business
process and practices is not listed by any of the four
organizations referenced, as shown in a combined list of
skills from previous lists, shown in Appendix 1.
Another challenge is that incident response tasks
are complex, and no manual or textbook offers clear
guidance explaining how the job should be performed
[18]. The job of incident responder is further conflated
by claims that responders may specialize in related areas
such as forensics, data mining, reverse engineering,
configuration of countermeasures, or penetration testing
[5]. One study has recognized the need to distinguish the
incident response role (and skills used in that role) by
the type of incident (routine or non-routine) [17]. With
a lack of commonly accepted, clear guidance, we must
turn to empirical research to help identify the skills
necessary for incident response teams.
Information Systems (IS) research into the skills
needed to be effective in technical fields is not a novel
concept, but researchers still struggle to understand this
topic. In the 1980’s, IS skills studies primarily relied on
the Delphi method and surveys of IS managers to
generate and rank lists of skills [19]. As the scope of IS
work became broader and more varied, this tradition
continues today, with researchers focusing on skills
needed in specific disciplines, such as IS project
management [20], [21] and software development [22],
[23]. Other studies addressed IS curricula to develop
particular skills in individuals [24], [25].
While many of these studies have helped us
understand the skills that can be valuable for IS
professionals to have, few provide guidance regarding
specific combinations of skill sets that IS professionals
effective in their varied roles [20].
Empirical studies identifying skills specific to
effective InfoSec incident response have not yet been
conducted [26]. Similar to the argument made by Keil et
al. [20] examining the skills of IS project managers, a
study to identify skills needed by InfoSec incident
responders is important because such research will (1)
aid organizations in hiring or selecting effective incident
responders who demonstrate higher competence in
skills viewed to be the most critical for InfoSec incident
response activities, (2) help organizations and educators
tailor their career development and training programs to
further develop response skills among their employees;
and (3) help individuals prioritize their own training and
development to advance their career.
Like other IS skills, InfoSec incident response skills
are strategically important resources and they are most
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effective when complementary. An organization is seen
as a bundle of human, financial, and other resources
[27]. Resources which cannot be easily obtained, are
difficult or costly to imitate, and are non-substitutable
are the most valuable [8]. IS resources consist of
tangible assets (e.g., computers, networks), intangible
assets (data, software, specialized knowledge), and
capabilities (e.g., an engineer’s ability to quickly detect
a security violation and formulate a response plan).
Assets, individual expertise (capabilities), and the
aggregate capabilities of a team can be deployed for
temporary strategic advantage [8], [28]. Peteraf [29]
explains that expertise in a specialized area such as glass
technology provides a strategic advantage. However,
just as glass technology could be conceived as the ability
to shape, cut, color, layer, strengthen, control breakage,
etc. of glass (each of which may take a different set of
skills), activities performed in the incident response role
might require many or all of the skills included in
Appendix 1. At the individual and team levels, some
specific attributes – such as integrity, curiosity, or
problem solving – may not ensure effective incident
response by themselves, yet they have a complementary
effect on other abilities (such as risk analysis,
knowledge of technical systems, or programming).
Nelson and Winter [30] extensively discussed IS
competencies (e.g., IS skills and IS management
quality) and IS practices (e.g., culture of IS use). In fact,
they devote an entire chapter of their book to the
analysis of skills. Relying on the Resource-based View
(RBV), they conclude that knowledge is a strategic
resource that organizations must invest in. Nelson and
Winter further acknowledge that the capabilities of
individuals (skills), management quality, and work
practices are all resources that have a complementary
effect on one another in ‘interlocking systems’. The
ability of an organization to configure or successfully
integrate knowledge-based workers is critical to its
success [31], [32]. In other words, when building
effective teams, managers must identify individuals
with the right combination of skills that complement the
combination of skills of others. Still, a recent review
concluded that the question of “How, why and when do
IS assets, IS capabilities and socio-organizational
capabilities affect each other and jointly create internal
value?” needs further investigation [33, p. 156].

3. Research Methodology
In this paper, the Repertory Grid (RepGrid) method
was used to gain a complete picture of the incident
response role and what skills incident responders feel
were necessary for their peers to be successful in their
role. RepGrid is the methodological extension of
Personal Construct Theory (PCT) [34], [35], which

takes a social constructivism view in that it focuses on
“how human beings create systems of meaning in
making sense of and acting in the world [36, p. 145].”
PCT claims that every individual continuously creates
and re-creates a personalized view of the world that
enables him or her to make sense of people, objects and
experiences. An individual’s view of the world is
created by bi-polar constructs which are integrated into
unique networks of meaning that enable him/her to
interpret current events and anticipate future ones [37].
Individuals are influenced by and share personal
construct systems with others and these commonalities
are key to interpersonal relationships. Since it is possible
to aggregate individual perceptions to understand an
organization [38], these common perceptions allow us
to apply PCT to organizational studies and, by
extension, allow us to aggregate this perception to an
industry when the perceptions of individuals working in
multiple organizations are examined. In psychology,
PCT is a popular reference theory and is cited in almost
half of the volumes of the Annual Review of Psychology
between 1955 and 2005 – largely because of the
flexibility of RepGrid as a method that allows for
analysis of individuals and groups [39].
In IS studies, the RepGrid technique has provided
researchers a means to elicit individual views of work,
values, and expectations [40] and RepGrid studies have
been extensively adapted to answer a wide variety of
research questions. For example, a recent RepGrid study
involved interviewing 24 fingerprint technicians to
understand their perception of how new technology
would alter their work practices [41]. These authors
concluded that their modified RepGrid technique
“yielded insights into the meaning of fingerprint work
that might not have been revealed by more traditional
structured interview techniques [41, p. 700].” Another
study used RepGrid in interviews of 19 IS project
managers to determine the skills necessary for a
successful IS project management practice. This study
concluded that successful project managers generally
fall into one of four skills groups or archetypes [21],
determined by clustering individuals with similar
skillsets and calculating the percentage of times each
skill was mentioned in the cluster.
Beyond IS research, RepGrid has been used for
testing or extending theories such as value-in-use [42],
determining factors that cause users to ignore on-line
marketing messages [43], understanding educators’
personal beliefs regarding education and learning [44],
and students’ perception of the usefulness of
management frameworks such as Porter’s Five Forces,
SWOT analysis, and the Resource Based View [45].
It is important to note that RepGrid has been highly
modified in some prior research, sometimes with
detrimental effects. In order to compare multiple grids,
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the data has to be normalized so all grids contain the
same constructs. This means that either content analysis
needs to be performed on individual grids (which
exposes the data to an influence from the researcher), or
constructs have to be supplied (which loses the richness
of the data). Napier et al. [21] is a good example of the
former, while Write et al. [45] illustrates the latter.
With the complexity of RepGrids and importance of
appropriately designing RepGrid studies, it may seem
impossible for researchers to get it right. We followed
guidance provided in key RepGrid reference books [46],
[47] and journal articles that provide guidance on how
to adapt RepGrid to IS research [40], [48]. Following
well established guidelines such as those provided by
Fransella et al. [47]; Jankowicz [46]; Tan and Hunter
[48]; Curtis et al. [40]; and Kelly [34], this paper
describes a grounded research study completely based
on the repertory grid technique.
RepGrid studies exploit the fact that subjects
describe a topic in their own words, as they perceive it.
To accomplish this, interviewees are first asked to name
several elements. In our study, “elements” were
individuals who have performed the incident response
role. Ideal and incompetent ‘anchors’ were then
provided in order to help aid the comparisons [49].
During each interview, three elements were randomly
chosen to elicit constructs from each subject. This was
accomplished by asking a subject, “In terms of the topic,
how are two of these elements alike, but different from
the third?” The subject (S) was encouraged to give two
dichotomous, polar answers. In some instances, we had
to help S refine constructs by laddering, or further
narrowing the focus of the elicited answer to be related
to the topic. For example, laddering may be effective if
an interviewee is asked to compare vehicles they are
considering purchasing. If S responded “two of them are
red, and one is blue”, the answer yields nothing about
S’s preferences. The interviewer would use a laddering
technique by asking a question such as “What is it about
the color that influences your buying decision?” Now S
might answer with a better response such as “Red is a
brighter color, and blue is not very cheerful”. If not,
further laddering would be necessary.
After constructs were elicited (14 – 17 constructs
were normally elicited within an hour), S was asked to
provide a numerical ranking for how well each construct
(skill) describes the element (peer). In the above
example, the respondent would be asked “On a scale
from 1-6, where one is bright, and five is not cheerful,
please provide a rating for each vehicle you were
considering purchasing”. This continued until the entire
grid was completed.

4. Data
Five security incident managers participated in our
exploratory project to test the feasibility of remotely
using RepGrid in a video teleconferencing environment
and to provide data for an exploratory study. The
interviewees’ experience ranged from 3 to 20 years in
InfoSec related fields (with an average of 13.4 years).
The highest level of education of one S was high school,
another had a bachelor’s degree, three had master’s
degrees. All worked at a Fortune 500 company with
over 70,000 employees and over $49 billion in revenue.
Each interviewee provided 14 to 17 constructs.
Semi-structured interviews, which were approved
by the institutional review board, followed a scripted
interview protocol and were conducted using the
WebEx MeetingPlace teleconferencing service. The
researcher explained the purpose of the study, provided
an overview of the RepGrid technique, and explained
informed consent. S’s were then asked demographic
questions about the organization they work for, number
of years’ experience they have in incident response,
level of education, and other background information.
During the interview, an Excel spreadsheet was
shared over the WebEx session with each interviewee,
and S was asked to list six security incident responders
he or she has worked with (this was combined with an
ideal and incompetent anchor). S was given the option
to use initials, numbers, or other codes for individuals if
they preferred to keep names anonymous. These
elements were listed at the top of the spreadsheet. Once
incident managers were identified, another worksheet
was displayed which randomly highlighted incident
responders to compare.
S was then asked to name characteristics that were
shared between two individuals (elements) but that
differed from the third (this generated intervieweesolicited constructs), in an attempt to elicit polar
opposites. For example, they might have said A and B
are both hard workers but C often arrives late. This
process was repeated until S could no longer identify
any new constructs. The interviewee was then asked to
rate each individual on a scale from 1-6 to indicate
which construct in the pair better described that
individual (1 being the value on the polar left and 6
being the value on the polar right). Interviewees were
finally asked to stack rank each individual for their
overall success as an incident response manager.
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Steve − 4

Alice − 15 16 − Betty
17 − Eli
Ann − 14
18 − Blake
Alex − 13
19 − Dan
Steve − 12
20 − Ron
Tim − 11
21 − Martin
Mark − 10
22 − Mary
Dave − 9
23 − Tammy
Adam − 8
24 − Ryan
Oscar − 7
25 − Jim
Tom − 6
26 − Jane
Abby − 5
27 − Will
Victor − 4
28 − Rick
Sue − 3
29 − Bill
Randy − 2
30 − Tony
Jake − 1

5 − Jim

Ideal − 3

6 − Incompetent

Alex − 2

7 − Sue

Adam − 1

8 − Randy
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6
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3
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5
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6
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4

4

1

6

5
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2
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6

5

6

4

2

(4) Self Serving

Communication (5)

2

1

1

5

2

6

4

6

(5) Poor Communicator

Doing Right Thing (6)

2

2

1

5

4

6

5

5

(6) Self Interested

Technical Breadth (7)

1

1

1

4

3

6

5

5

(7) Weak Technically

Distill Info (8)

2

1

1

4

2

6

6

5

(8) Cannot Summarize

Big Picture (9)

2

1

1

3

3

6

5

5

(9) Narrow Focus

Document (10)

2

1

1

3

3

6

5

5

(10) Poor Record Keeping

Available (11)

2

1

1

3

5

6

6

4

(11) Hard to find

Engaged (12)

2

1

1

3

5

6

5

5

(12) Uninterested

Cognitive (1)

General Mgt (2)

Attention to Detail (13)

1

1

2

3

4

6

4

5

(13) Unfocused

Customer Focused (14)

2

1

1

3

3

6

5

3

(14) Protect Company

Discretion (15)

2

1

1

2

3

6

5

4

(15) Reveals too much

Security Expertise (16)

1

1

1

2

2

6

4

4

(16) Lack Security Knowledg

Security Passion (17)

1

1

1

1

2

6

6

5

(17) In for the Money

0
5
10
15
20
25
30

(3) Character

Technical (4)

(4) Technical

Team Dev (6)

4

8

Figure 1 Individual RepGrid
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Communication (5)

0

(1) Cognitive

(5) Communication

(6) Team Dev

0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

0.0 1.5 3.0

Figure 2 Aggregate RepGrid

5. Analysis
The data was analyzed with custom code written by
one of the authors in the R statistical programming
language. This code used the OpenRepGrid and
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) libraries.
Individual grids were created for each interviewee as
shown in Figure 1 above.
Anonymized elements (individual InfoSec incident
responders) are listed at the top of the grid and the
elicited constructs are listed on the left and right. This
format of displaying grid data was adopted from Bertin
[50]. The constructs and elements were re-ordered to
facilitate clustering and each cell was shaded to
correspond with its score. Dick [51] provided some
guidance on validating RepGrid based on shading of
clusters. For example, elements with similar meanings
are likely to be shaded similarly. In our data, customer
focus, discretion, security expertise, and a passion for
security are highly correlated. An element that is almost
uniformly light or dark may be valid for the comparison
from which it was elicited, but may not be useful in the
comparative case. In our data, legal awareness and
mentoring are both consistently shaded, suggesting that
while this attribute may be important, in this dataset it is
not useful for making a distinction across elements. In
other cases, clusters of elements may become apparent,
with the elements on the left highly correlated with the
first few constructs and elements on the right highly
correlated with elements on the bottom. This might
represent polarity or a natural segmentation of the
elements.

While evaluating individual data is interesting, it
contributes little to an organizational or industry-wide
understanding of the incident response role. In order to
compare grids, elicited constructs must be uniformly
coded. Thus, after the interviews were performed, a
unified list of elements was created. The elements of this
list were then iteratively coded in order to group similar
concepts. This step minimized the grid dimensions and
provided a method for cross-grid comparison. Once the
categorical classifications were determined, a weighted
average of each grouping was determined by calculating
the mean of the product ratings that described how well
the construct describes the individual by the forced
ranking of the individual.
Table 1 above lists the skills that were elicited during
the interviews, the categories we identified for each
group of skills, and the weighted success factor for each
group.
The values for the categorical constructs were then
normalized using an average value for each skill for
each interview. This aggregate grid was then analyzed
and is displayed in Figure 2 above.
In Figure 2 the data shows a high correlation between
Cognitive skills (attention to detail, seeing the big
picture, ability to distill information), General
Management skills, and elements of Character.
Likewise, Team Development, and Communication
skills are closely related.
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Table 1 Incident Response Skill and Categories
Category
Character/Integrity

Rank
Value
0.96

Cognitive

0.91

Communication

0.56

General Management

0.77

Leadership/Team Dev

0.45

Technical

0.60

Constructs
Customer Focused
Discretion
Security Passion
Attention to Detail
Big Picture
Ability to Distill Info
Clearly Communicates
Presents Well
Industry Focus
Ability to Document
Process Knowledge
Organized
Collaborates
Mentor
Team Building (Process)
Technical Breadth
Security Expertise
Legal Awareness
Certifications

We then grouped individuals (using Ward’s
distance) based on the similarity of the categorical
constructs. We subsequently performed a hierarchical
cluster analysis to group elements into similar groups.
This is graphically displayed in the dendrogram
provided in Figure 3. In this figure we are able to see 4
to 5 clusters of individuals (elements) that are similarly
represented by their constructs.

Self-Starter
Self-Improvement
Efficient
Organize Thoughts
Clear Written Communication
Active Listener
Influence
Understand Power Structure
Available for Others
Networking
Programming

each construct in the cluster. The Z-scores were then
plotted on a star chart as shown below in Figures 4-7.

Figure 5: Archetype II

Figure 6: Archetype III

Figure 7: Archetype IV

4

Figure 4: Archetype I

24
16
27
14
26
23
30

9
7
8

12
13

4
15
19
11
29
2
18
25
21
22
1
5

17
3
28
6
20

0

10

2

Height

6

8

Cluster Dendrogram

d
hclust (*, "ward.D2")

Figure 3: Dendrogram and clusters of incident
responders
To develop archetypes for the data, we first calculated a
Z-score (deviation from the mean) for each incident
responder identified during the interview. The average
Z-score for each incident responder in that cluster was
calculated to provide a numerical representation for

6. Findings
Managers in almost every industry are struggling to
build effective incident response teams and there is no
consensus regarding the skills needed. This may be
because there is no single incident response role and no
individual has every skill that a response team may
require. This study helps identify the most important
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skills needed on a team and clusters of complementary
skills in the individual. We also see that teams are
assembled from archetypes that complement one
another.
Our results identified character and integrity as the
most important attribute influencing an individual’s
success as an incident responder. However, these
categories were identified in only two prior studies.
Another category of skills, which is highly correlated
with an individual’s success, included problem solving
skills. This was identified in all four prior studies.
Aspects of leadership and collaboration were identified
in three prior studies, but were found to be the least
significant factors related to success in our data.
In this study we identified four archetypes of the
incident responder shown in figures 4-7. We interpreted
these archetypes to represent balanced high performers,
project managers, technical investigator, and security
advocates.

6.1 Archetype I: Balanced High Performer
Surprisingly, our analysis revealed one archetype —
which scored far above average in almost every
category. We refer to this archetype as “Balanced High
Performer” because while the individuals may not have
exhibited a high association with specific skills in their
individual grids, when the skills were aggregated into
categorical values, the high performer tends to have all
the bases covered. Interestingly, our sample indicates
that while the high performer typically scores way
above the mean for technical skills, this value is slightly
lower than the other categories. The mean ranking for
individuals in this archetype is a 5.2 out of 6.0.

6.2 Archetype II: Project Manager
The second archetype tends to have general
management skills and character/integrity exceeding the
mean values. Other attributes are close to the mean. The
incident responders identified during interviews were
not people managers; yet a specific archetype emerged
where general management skills and character/
integrity were important. The mean ranking for
individuals in this archetype is a 3.4 out of 6.0.

6.3 Archetype III: Technical Investigator
The third archetype that emerged is a technical
leader. The skillset of the Technical Expert is obviously
dominated by their far superior technical abilities, but
they also have high character/integrity and general
management skills. However, the technical leader
tended to score far below average on leadership
attributes and seems to be an average communicator,

resulting in a less effective incident responder. The
mean ranking for individuals in this archetype is a 3.7
out of 6.0 slightly higher than the project manager.

6.3 Archetype IV: Security Advocate
We label the final archetype “Security Advocate.”
This individual seems to have the ability to both see the
big picture and pay attention to detail. This individual is
also able to distill information and is customer focused.
These skills individually rank very high. However, it
seems that leadership and general management skills
appear to be weaker. The mean ranking for individuals
in this archetype is below the mean, with a 2.0 out of
6.0.

7. Discussion
An individual’s skills may be fairly generic and
applicable to almost any task, or be highly specific to a
firm, occupation, or industry [52]. Academic programs
can draw on the research presented here to help shape
their information security curriculum. Managers can use
these findings to better hire and train their incident
response staff members.
This study contributes to the resource based view by
identifying configurations of skills or capabilities that
are uniquely present in individuals who are deemed
most successful in their InfoSec incident response roles.
Further research is needed to validate the archetypes in
organizations and to determine how they fit into
organizations’ hiring practices. If incident response
roles have indeed become specialized, then a successful
team might contain a balance of these “specialties.”
Future studies are needed to determine optimal skillsets
across members of a single team. Further research into
how skills identified for an incident responder in general
load onto the specialized roles would also be helpful.
In summary, we answered the following research
questions in the following ways:
RQ1: What general and specialist skills or
capabilities are needed for an InfoSec response team to
effectively respond to incidents?
Table 1 lists the individual skills that were elicited
from the incident responders during our interviews. This
table also provides the qualitative categories (Character,
Cognitive, General Management, Technical Skills,
Communication, Team Development) that were used to
code these skills into general categories.
RQ2: What is the relative importance of these skills
for an individual to be successful in the incident
response role?
As shown in table 1, our analysis shows that a focus
on the customer or end-user, a passion for security,
attention to detail and seeing the big picture are evident
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in the most successful incident responders, while the
abilities to define processes and to mentor others was
apparently not highly important for high-performing
incident responders.
RQ3: What sets of skills or capacities (configuration
of complementary skills) are possessed by individual
incident responders?
Incident response teams must be capable of carrying
out a variety of diverse tasks. Different incident
responders possess subsets of technical, managerial,
communication and other skills that define distinct
archetypes. While these capabilities are shared between
archetypes, their configuration makes individuals with
specific configurations better suited for specific roles
within the organization.
Successful incident responders in our study tend to
have some skills in each category (even if they do not
possess all skills in any particular category). However,
given the difficulty to find an ideal candidate, the
technical investigator seems to perform slightly better in
the incident response role than the project manager.
When ranked individually, character/integrity (a
passion for security, self-starter, customer focus, etc.)
and cognitive skills (seeing the big picture, ability to
analyze problems, etc.) were the top two most important
skillsets. However, individuals who have these
characteristics but lack technical, leadership or general
management skills (all of which are complementary
capabilities) are not successful in the incident response
role. Incident managers with high character/integrity
and high general management skills, yet only moderate
levels of other skills, tend to be more competent.

8. Conclusion
This paper examines the skills that information
security incident responders have identified in their
peers. Our study findings indicate that the incident
response role is similar to that of a project manager and
IS technician, but also embodies unique configurations
of skills which are not success factors for either of those
roles. By viewing these skills as strategic resources, we
begin to understand the complementary nature they have
on one another. This is the first paper that we know of
that has made an attempt to demonstrate the
complementary nature of skills in IS research. While it
may be generally concluded through inductive
reasoning that communication skills are present in
individuals that are successful in a variety of ICT roles
and that communication skills must be combined with
technical competencies in the specific area, there has
been no study that has attempted to identify the exact
nature of this complementary relationship.

This has important implication to both theory and
practice. It provides evidence that the Theory of
Resource Complementarity applies to knowledge based
workers. Specifically, the configuration of skills has a
direct effect on how successful individuals are in
carrying out specific assignments. Managers should
attempt to hire individuals with specific combinations of
skills. When unsuccessful in finding an ideal candidate,
managers should prioritize their training efforts based
on both the importance of each skill on its own and in
combination with others.
The RepGrid technique is also designed to elicit bipolar constructs which identify differences between
elements. When an attribute such as “knowledge about
current hacking events” is important to a role, it might
not be identified if all incident responders (successful or
not) have that trait. Using an incompetent anchor
mitigates this methodological limitation to some extent,
but does not eliminate it. We further note that this study
was conducted with individuals in various incident
response roles in one large organization. This study
needs to be extended to include other organizations to
determine if similar archetypes develop in the industry.
Several organizations have already agreed to participate
in such a follow-on study. A general survey based on the
elicited skills could also be beneficial, to provide further
evidence of the prioritization of skills and provide
empirical evidence (through factor analysis) that the
categories we used to code these skills are valid.
This paper is an important first step in recognizing
that skills and characteristics cannot be prioritized
individually in staffing or development decisions. By
recognizing there are specific configurations of skills
that enable individuals to be successful as incident
responders, managers and researchers can begin to
understand how to address the present situation where
there are not enough cyber security professionals to fill
the needs of the industry — especially in the incident
response role.
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